
USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUPERCLENS STEAM ‘N’ VAC CLEANING MACHINE

Step 1
Release grips and remove transparent cover

Step 2 
Remove Waste tank and fill to the minimum mark.
Then replace waste tank and transparent cover and
lock into place.

Step 3
Open filling point, insert funnel and fill the boiler with
cold water.(max 1.4L)Then close filling point.

Step 4
Open the front panel and connect the steam hose

Step 5
Plug the power cable into a suitable electrical socket
Press the on/off switch to on at the back of the
machine.

4.FINISHING OFF
1. Switch off machine and unplug the Steam ‘n’ vac; allow it to cool before disassembly and cleaning
2. Disconnect any accessories connected to the pistol grip.
3. Please rinse and dry any accessories used before packing in their  accessory bag. 
4. Clean the machine by emptying and rinsing the grey waste tank and transparent cover.. 
5. Replace the waste tank and transparent cover and lock clamps

Step 6
Press the Steam footswitch once,the amber light will start to flash.After
approximately 10 minutes the amber light will stop flashing . (during use
it is normal for the amber light to flash).Once the amber light stops
flashing, this indicates that the steam has reached its operating pressure.

Step 7
Turn the steam pressure to the required setting.Refer to the cleaning
guide for settings.

Step 8 
Select required accessory and push firmly onto the pistol grip.

Step 9 
Activate steam function by pressing and holding the steam symbol on
pistol  grip trigger until the indicator light comes on.Steam can then be
released by depressing the trigger.

Step 10
Activate vacuum extraction by pressing the
vacuum footswitch and pressing the vacuum
symbol on the pistol grip (Fig 10a).You can
increase/decrease the vacuum power by holding
your thumb on this switch.
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2. GETTING STARTED

1.SAFETY - IMPORTANT - Please read before use

Thismachine delivers hot steamat high pressure through the handle and its accessories. DONOT allow steam to come into contactwith bare skin.
NEVERaimthe steamdirectlyatpeopleoranimalsorelectrical sockets.Donotuse it to clean themachine itself.Alwaysuseprotectivegogglesand/or
gloveswherenecessary.Neverputdetergents or fragrances in theboiler.

Before use carry out a visual inspection of the machine. Make sure the flex and plug are undamaged. Check the body of the machine for damage. If there is any damage
DO NOT use the machine; contact the store for a replacement.

Familiarise yourself with this machines operation before use, and use safety goggles and gloves, if operating in confined spaces or cleaning overhead surfaces.

Never aim the steam at electrical installations. Only clean electrical machines where this is allowed by the manufacturer.

When carrying out a function check direct the steam nozzle away from yourself. (Check all accessories are present in your Steam’n’vac kit. if they are damaged return
to store).

The machine must only be used in the horizontal position, with all three wheels on a solid flat surface.

Do not allow the cable to come in contact with any surface or objects that could damage it.

The machine has parts that heat up when in use, please exercise caution when using the machine. Never allow children near the machine when in use.

Never leave the machine unattended when it is plugged in. When the machine is not in use; disconnect it from the mains.

Always turn off the steam by the button on the trigger before fitting or changing tools. Ensure the tool has cooled down before handling.

Keep the machine above freezing temperature and do not use boiling water on the machine. Never put the machine in water.

Allow the machine to cool down before handling.

Always prime the waste tank with cold water as this acts as a filter.

Pressurized steam is a very effective cleaningmedium; always performa colourfast test in an inconspicuous area on fabrics. If you are in any doubt
about cleaninganymaterial or substrate always checkwith themanufacturer first.

REMEMBER PLEASE CLEAN THE MACHINE BEFORE RETURNING IT  THE STORE.

HELP LINE - If at any time you have any problems or queries with the operation of the machine please ring 0113 200 8220 or go to www.clantex.co.uk

If you had a good experience with Superclens products tell your friends if not tell us on 0113 200 8220
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Running out of water for steam cleaning - When the red light on steam footswitch comes on simply repeat step 3. The machine does not
need to be turned off and you can recommence steaming immediately 
Waste bucket full - Check the waste bucket at regular intervals and empty as necessary following steps 1 and 2 above ensuring that the
machine has been switched off first. If the waste bucket reaches maximum fill an audible alarm will sound and the vacuum will cut out.
Empty the waste bucket immediately

3.CLEANING GUIDE (please turn over)

On/off
switch



CLEANING TASK TOOLS/ATTACHMENTS
STEAM

SETTING
VACUUM 
SETTING METHOD

TAPS AND SANITARY WARE
DETAIL BRUSH 
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

HIGH ON Pre-spray with multi surface degreaser.Aim steam jet directly at dirty areas, agitate
difficult marks with detail brush

KITCHEN WORK TOPS SMALL SQUEEGEE MEDIUM ON Keeping the tool in contact with the surface draw blade backwards.

DEFROSTING FRIDGES & FREEZER

TRIANGLE BRUSH
TRIANGLE BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

MEDIUM ON
Only use steam on appliances where the manufacturer allows.
Disconnect appliance from the mains and empty. Direct steam jet at the walls, and
vacuum residual moisture away. Mop dry with an Absorbent cloth.

SHOWER CUBICLE CORNERS 
AND DETAIL

DETAIL BRUSH 
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

HIGH ON
Direct jet at corners, grooves and detail.AVOID prolonged direction of steam jet at
silicone shower seals. Use detail brush to agitate difficult spots and stains.

WINDOWS, GLASS AND MIRRORS
SMALL SQUEEGEE OR 
LARGE SQUEEGEE MEDIUM ON

DO NOT direct steam jet on silk printed or painted glass.To prevent thermal shock
always preheat cold glass by initially steaming from a distance of 30-40cms. working
down the surface quickly with the rubber blade pressed firmly to the glass.

GROUTING
DETAIL BRUSH 
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

HIGH ON
Simultaneously direct steam into the grout line with the small detail nozzle and
agitate the ground in dirt with the detail brush.

SPOT CLEANING UPHOLSTERY 
AND FURNISHINGS

DETAIL BRUSH (Optional)
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

MEDIUM ON

The brush appliance can be used on most plastic furniture. Be careful when using on
polished or lacquered surfaces. Carry out a test on an inconspicuous area. Direct steam
at spots in short intervals & extract residual moisture with vacuum. Repeat as
necessary.

UPHOLSTERY, SOFT FURNISHING 
& MATTRESSES

UPHOLSTERY TOOL HIGH ON Maintaining light pressure on the upholstery tool; draw it across the material.With
velvet fabrics only clean in the direction of the pile.

CARPETS FLOOR TOOL  
2 PIECE EXTENSION

HIGH ON
Press the cleaning head down lightly and draw the tool backwards and forwards
across the carpet pile.

HARD FLOORS (TILES & VINYL)

FLOOR TOOL 
HARD FLOOR INSERT 
2 PIECE EXTENSION

HIGH ON

Remove grooved base from floor tool by pressing tab & replace with hard floor insert.
Note when hard floor cleaning is complete, remove hard floor insert and replace grooved
base. Ensure rubber blades are pressed lightly on the surface of the floor, draw the tool
slowly backwards and forwards until all traces of dirt have been removed.

PARQUET AND 
LAMINATE FLOORING

FLOOR TOOL 
HARD FLOOR INSERT 
2 PIECE EXTENSION

LOW ON

Remove grooved base from floor tool by pressing tab & replace with hard floor insert.
Note when hard floor cleaning is complete, remove hard floor insert and replace grooved
base. Before use; test on an inconspicuous area spot to ensure no damage is done to
the surface of the flooring. Draw tool quickly across the floor surface. DO NOT
direct steam or hold tool in one position as you may damage the varnish or de-
laminate the substrate. See above for floor tool preparation.

DUSTING HOUSEPLANTS PISTOL GRIP ONLY HIGH OFF
Direct steam jet towards plant from a distance of 40-50cm. Use a soft dry cloth to
remove and residual dust from the foliage.

COOKER HOODS 

COOKER HOBS (Gas)

DETAIL BRUSH 
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

HIGH ON

Disconnect cooker/ hood from mains supply. Pre-spray greasy surfaces with
Superclens Multi Surface degreaser.(Always test an inconspicuous area first; always
read the label) Allow to soak in for at least a minute before applying steam jet and
vacuum. Repeat cleaning steps as necessary. Caution Do not direct steam jet onto
or into light fittings or wiring.

COOKER HOBS (Electric)
DETAIL BRUSH 
DETAIL BRUSH NOZZLE
VACUUM ATTACHMENT

MEDIUM ON

Disconnect cooker from mains supply. Pre-spray greasy surfaces with Superclens
Multi Surface degreaser.(Always test an inconspicuous area first; always read the label)
Allow to soak in for at least a minute before applying steam jet and vacuum.
Repeat cleaning steps as necessary. Caution Do not direct steam jet onto or into
light fittings or wiring.

COOKER HOBS (Ceramic) SMALL SQUEEGEE HIGH ON
Disconnect cooker from mains supply. Pre-spray greasy surfaces with Superclens
Multi Surface degreaser.(Always test an inconspicuous area first; always read the label)
Allow to soak in for at least a minute before applying steam jet and vacuum. Repeat
cleaning steps as necessary. Caution Do not direct steam jet onto or into light
fittings or wiring.

CLEANING GUIDE (popular cleaning tasks)
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